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SUBSCRIPTIONS REMINDER
The 2021/22 subs have been due since the start of September. Thanks to all who have already paid.
Our normal rates, which apply to new members, are £10 single, £17.50 for two or more at the same
address. BUT for all existing members we shall continue to apply reduced rates - £6 single, £10 for
two or more at the same address.
(If you are one of the new members who joined us during 2021, please don’t pay!! The sub you paid
when you joined will take you through to September 2022)
Cheques to Alnwick Wildlife Group. Either bring cheques or cash to the September meeting or post to:
Richard Poppleton, Greystone Cottage, Titlington Mount, Alnwick NE66 2EA
If you would prefer to pay by BACS, our bank details are:
Alnwick Wildlife Group BARCLAYS Acc No 40553131 Sort Code 20-58-17
Please, if you choose to pay electronically, use your name as the reference and drop me an email
(rjpoppleton@outlook.com) to say you’ve paid, or I shan’t know until our next statement arrives.

Please send sightings reports for April, no later than 6th Oct 2021 to: Ian & Keith Davison, The Bungalow, Branton,
Powburn, NE66 4LW or Tel: 01665 578 357 or email to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk Copies of the
monthly Newsletter and sightings will be made available on the web site one month after the paper publication.
AWG welcomes contributions for the newsletter and items for inclusion should be submitted by the 12th of the
month to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk

NOTES ON IDENTIFICATIONS
Some members may remember that in the August newsletter I included a short piece about identifying plants
to the correct family to help people when using a field guide. Well, that may perhaps be helpful with plants,
but what about other groups of organisms?
The dilemma was emphasised for me when I raised the lid of our cold frame
and saw and photographed this spider:
Quite distinctive, isn’t it? And yet, armed with the Collins Field Guide to
Spiders, and reduced to scanning through the 32 pages of beautifully-drawn
colour illustrations, I’ve utterly failed to identify it. I can find species with
what look like similar patterning on the abdomen and I can find some with
rather short, stubby legs with a colour-banded appearance, but I can’t find
anything which combines those two features. What I haven’t done yet is
to ask Stewart Sexton, who has been gaining some considerable expertise
with spiders during the last couple of years

WILD Guide series.

Then there was the hoverfly in the porch. For whatever reason I was
reasonably sure it was a hoverfly rather than any other sort of fly (it has to
be a fly because it has only one pair of wings – if it was a bee it would have
two pairs), and I’ve got a copy of the excellent Britain’s Hoverflies in the

After fiddling around with the various keys
and discovering that my photograph fails to
show a number of the features I need to be
looking at, I reached a tentative conclusion
that this is in the common genus Eristalis and
is probably either Eristalis tenax or E.
pertinax. Life for the non-specialist is not
made easier by the fact that so many insect
species have no common names. Of the two
I favoured tenax because the back end of the
abdomen didn’t seem to be pointed enough
for the other one.
Only then did I do what would have been
easier in the first place and I emailed
someone who I thought would know the
right answer. He did know, and I had got it
wrong. It was actually the other of the two species I had settled on. So, why had I got it wrong? As is so often
the case, it was because I had concentrated on the wrong characteristic. The shape of the end of the abdomen
is not really relevant because it varies between individuals and the sexes. I should have been looking at the leg
tarsi (the end five leg segments) which I’ve circled in the photo. Because they are yellow, this is E. pertinax.
I’m quite convinced that one of the biggest problems with many identification issues is not knowing what
features you should be looking at. So often someone will ask you about, say, a bird they’ve seen and describe
its general plumage colouration. In fact, what you really need to know is how big it was; what its beak was like;
did it have a stripe over the eye (a supercilium); what noise(s) was it making; etc etc.
But let’s assume you’ve given up with your own efforts and you don’t really know anyone to whom you can
confidently send your photo to get an i.d. What about the internet? Googling something like ‘identifying insects

uk’ gives you various responses. Some direct you to particular books (but you’ve been there and done that and
failed); some are from commercial companies like Rentokil that want to sell you their pest control services; but
if you choose with care you can find something like the Royal Entomological Society identification service that
allows you to email your photo and, hopefully, get an answer.
Unfortunately, even then you need to take care. The other day a friend circulated a photo like the one below.

She had posted the photo with a query on an on-line forum (I think it was iSpot) and had had the response that
this was an ergot – a fungal infection on the rush fruits. But she wasn’t sure that was the right answer.
Fortunately, because our member Alan Fairclough had identified precisely this phenomenon for me several
years ago as the larval cases of the micro-moth Coleophora alticolella, I was able to give the correct answer. So
don’t always accept the first answer from an on-line source, particularly when you don’t know the supposed
expert.
My last point concerns the problems of nomenclature. Many of our members will be aware of the fact that
there has been much name-changing in the botanical and horticultural world in recent years. Much of this has
been due to the increasing use of DNA analysis which has sometimes shown that long-established relationships
between species based on their physical characteristics can’t always be relied on. Generally speaking, Googling
a Latin name will bring up sites like Wikipedia which, with appropriate care, are likely to identify the species you
are interested in and give you the current name if it has changed.
However, the other day I took this photo of a somewhat slug-nibbled fungus which I confidently identified as
the Ugly Milkcap Lactarius necator. Only then did I discover that it is not the case that it has changed its name,
but that mycologists have never agreed whether it should be L. necator or L. turpis or L. plumbeus. What hope,
then, is there for the rest of us if the specialists can’t agree? I’ve settled on turpis because that’s what the
Collins Guide uses.
Richard

CRASTER WALK – 11TH SEPTEMBER 2021
Apologies if this newsletter seems a bit fixated on Craster and Dunstanburgh (see also the Plant Corner article).
It was entirely coincidental!
On a pleasant, largely sunny Saturday morning 13 of us gathered in the main
Craster carpark. Mike and June Drage, who were leading us, gave a brief
introduction and we set off along the path that goes along the west side of the
Heughs – the line of whinstone cliffs that run parallel with the shore. This area
is largely sheep-grazed and in early autumn the bracken, rosebay and rushes are
high. We did notice that the Blackthorn shrubs had some good ripe sloes,
suggesting that the cold spring at flowering time had not totally put off the
pollinating insects.
Particularly spectacular were the extensive stands of Tufted Hair-grass ("
( left).
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At one point everyone stopped for distant views of a Marsh Harrier. Except for
me – who failed (in the birders’ jargon) to get on it. There were also various
corvids flying high and at least one Buzzard. Hilary learnt how to tell the
difference between Soft Rush and Hard Rush. There was some promising hedgerow habitat and there were a
few Yellowhammers in evidence.

June's photo shows nine of the group. Pam, Julie and Gill are hidden

The path then turns right through a gap in the heughs called Little Shaird (no, I don’t know either) to bring us
out to a point which Mike reckons is the best possible viewpoint of the castle, an opinion that we all agreed
with. The red circle on the photo on the next page indicates the tower where the Ravens have nested in recent
years.

As we descended through the pasture fields we noted the straw-coloured effect of the many dead flowering
stems of Crested Dog’s-tail grass which is selectively ignored by the grazing animals. There was also a decentsized flock of Starlings, which later came to rest high on the ruined masonry of the castle.
The part of the shore you reach on this route is called Nova Scotia
which has evidence of a deliberately-created stone track which
was possibly used to help with the unloading of things from
boats. Mike thinks the name came from the fact that this was a
popular landing spot for Scots coming down in boats from the
north.
On the rocks by the water there was a flock of Linnets and several
Wheatear (Mike’s "
( right), the latter getting ready to leave us
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for their winter quarters. We also spotted several lepidoptera –
Small Copper, Wall, Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell butterflies
and Silver-Y moths.
Walking towards the castle we noticed several species of plant
that cope with the extreme trampling effects of many visitors.
Equal-leaved Knotgrass, Lesser Swine-cress and Buck’s-horn
Plantain (for photos of the first two, see the Plant Corner article).
We spent a little time looking out to sea, but failed to spot any dolphins or other
cetaceans. On the highest point of the castle we could see the sticks and other debris
from the Raven’s nest. The birds apparently fledged three young this year.
June then led us down to part of the moat, which had little obvious water in this dry
year. We were able to see Lesser Spearwort, Water Mint and Branched Bur-reed ("
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left).
Thence, back to the village in time to avoid overstaying our parking tickets. A really
good walk, with thanks to Mike and June.
Richard

PLANT CORNER

I should imagine that almost all our members will recognise the scene in this photo. It was taken in mid-August
on a dry day when the route from Craster to Dunstanburgh Castle was quite busy, but not swamped with
visitors. Most of the visitors, of course, stick to the well-worn track at the bottom of the sheep-grazed grassland
slopes. Very few bother with the rockier conditions at the top of the foreshore that we can see here.
On the day in question a group of botanists had responded to a request from the National Trust to have a look
at the plant communities between the village and the castle and to make a list of the species found. Now, you
might well think that this is not the most promising botanical environment. It looks a bit boring, doesn’t it? In
fact we ended up with a list of 104 species, which shows how, with a bit of diligent searching, one can find all
sorts of things. Many of the species were common plants, but there were also several much more interesting
finds, including two that I’ve never seen before. It’s perhaps a bit of a pity,
from the point of view of our newsletter, that several of the best plants
were grasses and sedges, because these are not the most photogenic
species.
I’ll start with the largest of the more obvious plants, although you may feel
that even this is not the most wonderful floral specimen. Many of you may
be familiar with the large, poisonous Hemlock Water-Dropwort Oenanthe
crocata which can easily be found along river banks and in other wet places.
There are several other members of the genus Oenanthe, most of which
are either absent from Northumberland or are not at all common here. But
there is one species that specialises in wet habitats near the sea where the
water is often brackish if not actually saline. Parsley Water-dropwort O.
lachenalii has quite a few records along our coasts from Howick north to
Holy Island, but I’d not seen it before.
From the photo you can see that the flowering head is an umbel - rather
like Cow Parsley - but the leaves are small, with one to three elongated and simple lobes. The whole thing can
grow to about 1m high, but the ones we found were only about half that.

Next, I’ll pick out a very unobtrusive plant that almost seems to revel in being trampled. In dryish, otherwise
bare field gateways or, in this case, the path up to the castle, you often find Knotgrasses Polygonum spp. In this
case there was plenty of Equal-leaved Knotgrass P. arenastrum, but alongside it, and often mixed in the same
trampled patches, was the little species called Lesser Swine-cress Lepidium didymum (If you look it up you need
to be aware that it used until quite recently to be called Coronopus didymus). A little side fact is that the Greek
word didymus is the equivalent of the Latin word testis, and when you look at the right-hand photo below you
will perhaps see why the pairs of fruit, while being very small, have given the plant that name! I’ve included a
shot of Equal-leaved Knotgrass as well so that, when you are on your knees on the tourist path below the castle,
searching for the Swine-cress, you will also be able to recognise the Knotgrass.

Lesser Swine-cress

Lesser Swine-cress fruits

Equal-leaved Knotgrass

Then there was a grass and three good sedges. Red Fescue
Festuca rubra is almost ubiquitous in grassy and moorland
areas, although it can be overlooked because it does not
have any very obvious features when seen among many
other grasses.
On the upper shore at Craster it has a subspecies, juncea,
which is easier to spot because it has very glaucous (bluegreen) leaves. That doesn’t mean to say that any blue-green
grass you see will be F. rubra ssp juncea, but there are
garden nurseries that will sell cultivated varieties of Festuca
that may have been bred from this wild subspecies.
This grass is also found in some inland hilly areas in northern
Britain (for example it is in the old quarry at Greenleighton,
north of Scots Gap). The books also point out that it is often

found as a shorter plant than the ‘normal’ red fescue, but that this might be the result of the coastal
environment. The one in the photo is certainly a short, tufted specimen.
It is probably true to say that most sedges are plants of inland wet habitats,
especially in moorland areas, but there are a few that are coastal
specialists. We found two of these. In the part of the upper shore closer
to Craster village there was a distinct fringe of Distant Sedge Carex distans
on the seaward side of the grassy vegetation. It is quite hard to get a
convincing photograph of the general appearance of patches of this sedge,
but the close-up shot of a single stem shows how it gets its name. The top,
thin, brownish spike is the cluster of male flowers, and then the three
clusters of greenish female fruits have distinct gaps between them – hence
‘distant’. One important diagnostic feature is that the lowest bract (the
thin sticky-out bits) is shorter than the top of the whole flowering spike.
Distant sedge is a specialist of brackish and fresh water marshy areas, but
mostly near the sea. In southern Britain it is also found further inland, but
up here it is almost entirely coastal.
Then there was another coastal specialist sedge that isn’t found inland at
all. Long-bracted Sedge Carex extensa is a much shorter plant, not
reaching more than a maximum of 40cm. We found specimens around the brackish pools on the shore. You
won’t be surprised, from its name, that it is characterised by having very-obviously long bracts that tend to stick
out at wide angles from below each female flower/fruit cluster. It is less common on the eastern coasts of
Britain than elsewhere, which probably explains why it was new to me.
Distant Sedge

Long-bracted Sedge

Toad Rush

The final species comes, despite its name, within the group of plants
that are collectively called sedges. Bristle Club-rush Isolepis setacea
was a bit of a surprise for me because I’ve only ever seen it before in
wet flushes (boggy patches where water seeps from the rocks) in our
upland areas. It is small and so can be overlooked or taken at a glance
for one of the small rushes – Toad Rush or Bulbous Rush. In fact the
position of the flower clusters in Isolepis, sticking out sideways a little
way down from the top of the flowering stalk, is very characteristic
and diagnostic, and below I’ve illustrated the two rushes and the
Bristle Club-rush so you will be able to tell them apart when you spot
them.

Bulbous Rush

Bristle Club-rush

Richard

NATURE NEWS – AUGUST
August has generally been again warm with short periods of rain. The wind has predominately out of the east
or north with short spells of westerlies. The onshore wind have been good for seabird movements.
Two weeks were again spent on North Uist. There was plenty of good wildlife despite the weather not being
the best. Highlights included a Golden eagle siting close to the house on the first morning, good numbers of
Otters, a Corncrake and a Pacific golden plover. The machair had reasonable colour and a cluster of Frog orchids
were found on Berneray. Some species seemed to be in more evidence than others. Sand martin were in very
good numbers and a number of nesting holes were still active. Corn buntings still breed and a flock of nine was
probably the highlight of the trip.
At home, the House martins fledged a few days after we returned from the Outer Hebrides. A few Swifts were
still present in Glanton in the last week of August. This is very unusual as most have left for Africa by the first
week of the month. The moth trap has been reasonable with Canary-shouldered thorn and Brown spotted
pinion unusual for our garden.

Figure 1: Canary-shouldered thorn

Figure 2: Clouded border moth

The number of species that have now been seen on my walks at the office has now reached 416: Plants 206,
Bryophytes 28, Fungi 13, Invertebrates 85, Amphibians 1, Birds 74, Mammals 13. The highlights have been a
Wheatear on migration, Clouded border moth, Common darter and Shady parasol toadstool.
As the number of flowering plants decline, a number of species become increasingly important for late
pollinators. Late Dandelions are currently attracting a wide range of invertebrates. A walk today found the
following species feeding on Dandelions; Nettle tap micro-moth, Small tortoiseshell, Red admiral, Wall brown,
Marmalade hoverfly, Eristalis pertinax (hoverfly) and several species of small flies.
Hopefully, there you will find interesting wildlife to watch in September.
Jack Daw.

A RINGERS YEAR – OR THE STORY OF THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY!
AUG 6768: I recently received a surprise e-mail from a birder up near Edinburgh who had been watching (and
photographing) a female Goldeneye duck at Musselburgh Nature. He asked me if this duck with its coloured
darvic ring and attached Geo-logger was one of mine from the North Northumberland colony? I was able to
tell him it was and that it was duck ‘FH92098’ carrying a logger on the AS darvic ring. Up to this point he had
been unable to actually see the letter code. However, I had realised that this must be this particular duck
because it was the only one carrying a logger out of 9 deployed that I had been unable to retrieve for computer
processing! Eventually through the wonders of digital photography Ian Andrews was able to find a picture in
which its possible to see the upside-down code AS! (Photos attached). My records tell me that this bird
probably tried to nest and failed in 2016; then tried again in 2017 and hatched 10 ducklings. She repeated this
in 2018 hatching another 10 ducklings but has failed to return to any of my nest boxes/sites since. Luckily, she
did have an earlier logger attached in 2017 which was retrieved in 2018 and from the analysis of this we know
that she did some interesting travelling during that year; which included some time near Musselburgh. I am
currently working up a presentation about this – the only colony of breeding Goldeneye duck in England but
duck AS’s movements over the last few years will remain a mystery unless she comes home to have her logger
retrieved!
Another more usual return from a ringed bird arrived from the British Trust for Ornithology this month; this was
of a road casualty Goldfinch (ANF7436) picked up near Cullernose Pt. This bird had been ringed as an adult on
the 3rd October 2019 at Howick; so was at least 3 years old. Moving onto this year’s ringing at Howick it has to
be said that we have had quite a bit of troublesome wind and rain but we have managed a few sessions in
August. On the 15/8/21 we caught 36 birds (27 new and 9 retraps) including Chaffinch, Robin, Coal, Blue and
Great Tit, Wren, Bullfinch and a single adult Goldfinch in full Main Moult (its feathers were in such a sad state
it’s a wonder it could still fly). All these are local all-year-round residents but there was also a juvenile Chiffchaff
(warbler) not yet ready to migrate south. Other migratory warblers included a very nice Willow Warbler (still a
juvenile of the year but clearly an older bird than the chiffchaff) already on its migration south (see photo) and
a Whitethroat which was quite young and probably local. When the Whitethroat gets going it will probably go
to West Africa and east to Sudan in the semi-arid northern Sahel zone. Photo?
Ringing again on the 20/8/21 we only caught 22 birds but the variety was interesting; included in the retraps
was an adult Chiffchaff (HYE458) that had been ringed, as a juvenile, at Howick back in July 2018. So, while we
don’t know exactly where he has been its very likely that this bird has had three winter breaks in the Senegambia
region of Africa, south of the Sahara. The new birds included more migrants including a juvenile Garden
Warbler, a Blackcap and three more Chiffchaffs. Turning to the resident birds we had a fly-by of a small flock
of Mistle Thrush and captured two of these impressive birds. These were undoubtedly locals (and not early
Scandinavian immigrants) as they were still very obviously juvenile (see photo). We also captured two House
Sparrows (not a usual bird for the Howick Arboretum) my supposition is that they were taking a short cut from
bird feeders in Howick Village to others nearer the Hall! Ageing sparrows always gives ringers a problem; since
young sparrows do a full Main Moult even when juvenile; hence it quickly becomes difficult to tell the juveniles
from the adults! We eventually concluded that one of these was an adult female (because she still had evidence
of a brood patch) but we had to leave the other (a male) with an uncertain age.
Ringing was next possible on the 28th when we might have anticipated an early ‘fall’ of migrants due to forecast
overcast and damp conditions. Indeed visiting the site, the evening before showed a large number of Goldcrest
in the trees and bushes but overnight the weather changed and the 28th dawned bright and clear (and rapidly
warmed-up). The result was that the goldcrests had moved on and few new birds had arrived. We did capture
20 new birds and 4 retraps. One of the retraps was a female Great Tit first ringed (as an adult) in 2016; so at
least 6 years old. The new birds included a variety of the resident tits, Wrens, Bullfinch, Chaffinch and also
Goldcrests (probably local rather than migrants). There were also migrants including another juvenile
Whitethroat (but an older bird than that from the 15th) moving from further north having started its migration,
a similar bright new Willow Warbler; and a Blackcap.
Finally, a correction to last month’s article – some versions say that we captured two ‘jackdaws’ – this should
have read Magpies.

If you would like to see the ringing at Howick Hall Arboretum just come along to the Car Park picnic benches on
a Friday or Saturday morning but we won’t be there if its particularly windy or raining.
Best Regards
Phil Hanmer S Ringer/Trainer; Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum). Email: tytoalbas@btinternet.com

Goldeneye

Goldeneye

Mistle Thrush

Whitethroat

Willow warbler

AWG SPEAKER PROGRAMME FOR 2021/22
Members who attend will be asked to spread themselves out in the meeting room to maintain as much
social distancing as is practicable, and ideally to wear masks as they come in and leave. Once settled in the
seats it will be your decision whether to remove your mask during the talk.
For the September meeting we shall not provide refreshments – apart from anything else St James’s is not
opening their kitchen, so we should not have access to the water boilers. What will happen with
refreshments at subsequent meetings will depend on circumstances.
2021
29 Sept

Speaker
Louise Hislop

Topic
An Introduction to Wild Bees

27 Oct

Michael Drage (AWG)

Madagascar – Paradise Lost?

24 Nov

Dr Gordon Port

15 Dec

Kevin & Oliver Wharf

Everything you wanted to know about Slugs & Snails, but
were afraid to ask
Northumberland’s dark skies astronomy. (Plus Christmas
quiz and nibbles)

2022
26 Jan

Tom Cadwallender (AWG)

Paddington gets the Bird – Birding darkest Peru

23 Feb

Graham Sorrie

Morpeth Swift Conservation

30 Mar

Pauline Braviner

27 Apr

Philip Hanmer (AWG)

25 May

Dr Vivien Kent (The Otter
Network)

Small, spiky and seriously endangered – the world of the
Northumbrian Hedgehog Rescue Trust
The butterflies and natural history of the Cirque du
Gavarnie, French Pyrenees
Making Otters Count – the use of citizen science to monitor
otter populations

All talks are held in the upstairs room at St James’s Church Centre at the top of Pottergate in Alnwick, just
below the Pottergate Tower. Parking is usually quite easy on the streets near the Tower or in the Morrisons
car park. All meetings start at 7.30 pm, and no pre-booking is required. If you are trying to find the venue for
the first time, the post code for the hall is NE66 1JW.

SIGHTINGS AUGUST 2021
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver
Little Grebe
Manx Shearwater
Sooty Shearwater
Storm Petrel
Little Egret
Red Kite
Sparrowhawk
Kestrel
Merlin
Peregrine
Quail
Water Rail
Avocet
Common Snipe
Sanderling
Ringed Plover
Little-ringed Plover
Golden Plover
Ruff
Little Stint
Spotted Redshank
Greenshank
Common Sandpiper
Green Sandpiper
Bar-tailed Godwit
Black-tailed Godwit
Whimbrel
Arctic Skua
Great Skua
Long-tailed Skua
Mediterranean Gull
Common Gull
Little Gull
Roseate Tern
Stock Dove
Cuckoo
Barn Owl
Kingfisher
House Martin
Yellow Wagtail
Grey Wagtail
Sedge Warbler
Garden Warbler
Goldcrest
Willow Tit
Marsh Tit
Spotted Flycatcher
Raven

1 past Cullernose on 16th and 2 on 18th with 15 on 26th
14 at Hedgeley Lakes on 8th 3 at Howick Pool on 19th
24+ at Cullernose on 1st 23+ at Cullernose on 16th and 20+ on 17th
13 at Cullernose on 16th 41 at Cullernose on 26th
1 at Cullernose on 1st
8 at Cresswell Pond on 10th
1 near Lowick on 19th
1 at Cullernose on 17th
3 at Bilton on 5th
1 near Hedgeley Hall on 3rd
1 at Branton on 14th
1 heard at Bilton on 5th
3 at Branton Ponds on 28th
4 at Cresswell Pond on 10th
7 at Hedgeley Lakes on 5th
70 at Druridge Bay on 10th
200+ at Boulmer on 22nd 40 at Low Newton on 26th
2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 8th
1500+ on Holy Island on 23rd
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 5th 2 at Boulmer on 22nd 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 29th
1 at Boulmer on 22nd
1 at Boulmer on 22nd
4 on Holy Island on 23rd 1 at Cresswell Pond on 10th
3 at Hedgeley Lakes on 8th
1 on River Breamish on 7th 3 at Hedgeley Lakes on 8th and 2 on 15th
6 at Boulmer on 22nd
5 over Howick Village on 24th
1 at Cullernose on 1st 1 near Ingram on 7th 6 at Boulmer on 22nd
2 at Cullernose on 16th and 2 on 26th
2 at Cullernose on 1st and 9 on 16th 20 past Cullernose on 26th
1 at Cullernose on 26th
1 at Boulmer on 22nd 1 at Low Newton on 5th 3 at Cresswell Pond on 10th
80 at Overgrass on 8th
1 at Boulmer on 22nd
3 at Cullernose on 16th 4 at Cullernose on 26th 10 off Low Newton on 12th
3 at Cresswell Pond on 10th
3 on Holy Island on 23rd
1 at Branton on 14th 1 near Hedgeley on 23rd
1 at Stag Rocks on 19th
100+ at Felton on 12th
1 near Howick on 18th
1 at Hedgeley on 15th 3 at Bilton on 5th 3 at Felton Bridge on 6th
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 29th
1 at Howick Hall on 20th
100+ at Howick Hall on 27th
1 at Howick on 25th
4 at Brinkburn High House on 17th
1 at Howick on 23rd 5 at Linhope on 22nd
1 at Howick on 24th

Bullfinch
INVERTEBRATES
Acrobasis advenella
Magpie moth
July Highflyer
Dark Spectacle
Scalloped Oak
Pebble Hook-tip
Dun Bar
Lesser Swallow Prominent
Grey Chi
Feathered Gothic
Sallow
Wall
Peacock
Red Admiral
Comma
Painted Lady
Southern Hawker
Golden-ringed Dragonfly
Common Darter
PLANTS
Grass of Parnassus
FUNGI
Blackening Waxcap
MAMMALS
Bottle-nosed Dolphin
OBSERVERS

5 at Howick Hall on 15th
8 at Branton on 3rd
2 near Cullernose on 17th
2 at Branton on 3rd and 2 on 9th
1 at Branton on 3rd
1 at Branton on 9th
1 at Branton on 20th
1 at Branton on 9th
1 at Branton on 9th
1 at Branton on 20th
3 at Branton on 20th
1 at Branton on 9th and 3 on 14th
1 at Branton on 14th
8 at Branton on 16th
4 at Branton on 16th
1 at Branton on 6th 1 at Felton on 12th and 2 on 24th
2 at Branton on 14th 1 at Felton on 12th
1 at Branton Ponds on 3rd 2 near Brandon Ford on 4th
2 near Brandon Ford on 4th
Many on River Breamish on 4th
1000’s on Holy Island on 23rd
At Whittingham on 27th
3 at Cullernose on 26th
I&K Davison, G Dodds, K Griffin, A Hall, P&A Hanmer, A Keeble,
J Rutter, S Sexton.

Reg. Charity No. 221819

Coquetdale Members Group

Evening Programme - Autumn / Winter 2021

© Bob Lickiss
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Monday 6 September

The Northumberland Inshore Fisheries & Conservation Authority (IFCA)
by Mike Hardy
Monday 4th October

“Clangers in Space & Time” (The Local Goldeneye Duck Project)
by Phil Hanmer
Monday 1st November

The Northumberland River Trust, the River Coquet & Caistron
by Steve Lowe
Monday 6th December

Benshaw Moor
by Ducan Hutt

@ 7:30pm, Jubilee Hall, Rothbury
(Teas & coffees available from 7pm)

We will be following appropriate COVID controls, with distanced family group seating,
hand sanitiser available and the wearing of face masks recommended.

Admission : Members Free, Non-members welcome : £3.00

